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light blue mountains and grey town and the blue valley. And the
grey tower of Clyro Church peeped through the bright red branches.
A sack half filled with apples stood under a tree but no one was
about. A woodpecker was tapping loud some way down Jacob's
Ladder. Partridge shooting on all round.
From the stile on the top of the hill above the plantation watched
the sun set in a crimson ball behind the hills or rather into a dense
ball of dark blue vapour. It was like seeing a sunset over the sea.
He went down very fast. All the country round was full of evening
sounds, children's voices, dogs barking, the clangour of geese.
Meanwhile the sheep fed quietly round me. Then came the after-
glow round the S. and E. Scarlet feathers floated in the sky, and the
gotse deepened into a richer redder gold in the sunset light.
Wednesday, 21 September
Another dense white fog which cleared off to cloudless blue and
brilliant sunshine at n. As I sat with my windows open at noon
writing, the rustle of the glossy bright poplar leaves filled the room
as the leaves twinkled and shimmered up the green poplar spire
into the blue.
Went to the Bronith. People at work in the orchard gathering
up the windfall apples for early cider. The smell of the apples very
strong. Beyond the orchards the lone aspen was rustling loud and
mournfully a lament for the departure of summer. Called on the
old soldier. He was with his wife in the garden digging and gather-
ing red potatoes which turned up very large and sound, no disease,
and no second growth, an unusual thing this year. The great round
rnd clean on the dark newly turned
red potatoes lay thick, fresh and <
mould. I sat down on the stones by the spring and the old soldier
came and sat down on the stones by me while his wife went on pick-
ing up the red potatoes. We talked about the war and the loss of
the Captain. Mary Morgan brought me some apples, Sam's Crabs
and Quinin's. The spring trickled and tinkled behind us and a boy
from the keepei's cottage came to draw water in a blue and
white jug.
It was very quiet and peaceful in the old soldier's garden as we
sat by the spring while the sun grew low and gilded the apples in
the trees which he had planted, and the keeper's wife moved about
in the garden below, and we heard the distant shots at partridges.

